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The EIB at a glance
• Largest multilateral lender and borrower in the
world
• We raise our funds on the international capital markets
• We pass on favourable borrowing conditions to clients

• Some 450 projects each year in over 160 countries
• Headquartered in Luxembourg, with 40 local offices
• Around 3 000 staff:
• Not only finance professionals, but also engineers,
sector economists and socio-environmental experts
• Almost 60 years of experience in financing projects for
long-term impact
16/06/2017
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Shareholders of the EIB
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Large-scale investment
2016 full-year
EIB Group signatures

European
Union
€ 75.4 bn
€ 8.4

bn
Outside EU,
of which almost 80% to the
countries neighbouring the EU
EFTA &
Enlargement

Southern
Neighbours

Eastern
Neighbours

€ 3.35 bn

€ 1.63 bn

€ 1.65 bn
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• A total of EUR 7.2 billion
signed between 2012-2015
in the Western Balkans (26%)
and Southern Neighbourhood
(74%)
• Key sectors include credit
lines for SMEs, energy and
transport, followed by water,
industry and services
• Operations delivered with
partners including the EU
Commission and Delegations,
other IFIs as well as regional
and international institutions
European Investment Bank
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Alignment with EU policy priorities
The EIB ensures that its activities
comply with EU core values and
standards and are consistent with
regional EU policy frameworks.
• e.g. Enlargement/Pre-Accession &
European Neighbourhood Policy
• Agenda on Migration & Agenda for Change

EIB external actions are
aligned with international agendas
on financing for sustainable
development, as well as the
principles of aid effectiveness.
• Sustainable Development Goals
• Addis Ababa Action Agenda
16/06/2017
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Broader geographical coherence
The EIB provides a comprehensive

response to policy challenges such as migration
via packages tailored to the needs of different geographies.
Dimensions of EIB interventions
1

2

3

EIB initiatives
EU response

Refugee-related
operations /
expenditures
Resilience for host
and transit
communities and
migrants (inclusion
and integration)
Addressing root
causes of irregular
migration and
forced displacement

Turkey response
Economic Resilience
Initiative – Southern
Neighborhood & Western
Balkans Countries
ACP Migration Package
Africa Window
ELM
Pre-Accession
Southern Neighborhood:
Mediterranean
ALA
Cotonou Agreement
ACP
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The role of the EIB
The EU’s multilateral actor
to support the external
policy aims of its
shareholders

Taking an integrated view
of policy challenges,
providing responses
aligned with both EU and
external partner priorities

The
EU bank

Implementing initiatives
validated by all
Member States, via their
representation on the
Bank’s Board

Offering development
support to its partners
based on almost 60 years
of experience supporting
European growth
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What is the ERI?
Requested by the European Council,
the ERI aims to mobilise rapidly
additional financing
in support of growth,
vital infrastructure and social
cohesion in the Western Balkans
and Southern Neighbourhood.
It is an integrated package
of loans, concessional finance
and innovative instruments
designed to enable financing of
€15 bn of investments needed
to achieve these long-term aims.
16/06/2017
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Geographical and sector focus

Private sector development and job creation

Strategic infrastructure and transport

Energy and Climate change

Education and Social cohesion

Water, Sanitation and Waste
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Urgent challenges in the two regions
Challenging situations…

…requiring urgent actions…

Southern Neighbourhood
Arab uprisings
Syria crisis
Slow recovery after 2008 crisis
Poor labour market outcome
Source of and host for refugees
Western Balkans
Fiscal imbalances
Low levels of investment
Political instability
Economic migration
Transit route for refugees

to reduce the vulnerability
of economies in crisis
to implement strategic projects that
stimulate growth and create jobs
to enhance capacity to
absorb and overcome shocks
to tackle long-term challenges such as
climate change

EIB’s Economic Resilience Initiative
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Financing needs in partner countries

ERI promotes
an increase
in economic
resilience
through
investments
that would
otherwise
have been
constrained
due to:

• severe limitations on countries’ capacities
to borrow as well as to prepare and implement
investment programmes on the required scale
• weaknesses and constraints in the
financial sectors that prevent finance
flowing to productive investments
• insufficient financial return,
particularly in the social sectors,
despite high socio- economic return
• high (real and perceived) risks
and difficulties that can make
investors wary of high impact projects
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ERI – 4 components
1

More volume

2

significantly scaled up
EIB financing in
both regions, starting
immediately under
existing frameworks

3

More risk
increasing the share of
private sector operations
in the portfolio, focussing
on potential for growth,
jobs and social impact
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More concessionality
financing vital public
infrastructure with
concessional lending,
particularly in view of
limited fiscal space

More support

4

technical assistance
and advisory services
to benefit the
preparation and
implementation of the
initiative

European Investment Bank
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ERI structure
Donor resources

EIB Own Resources

Guarantees

+ €2bn
BB1: Stepping up existing support

Existing blending and
advising instruments

•
•

Expand existing products and mandates
Maximizing EIB own effort

Under current ELM

around €1.4bn
Donor resources to
leverage investment

BB2: Vital Infrastructure Operations
•

Concessional lending instruments

Expanded External
Lending Mandate
(status quo coverage
public sector)

€1.4bn
EIB/donor resources
to build capacity

Project-Related Advisory Services
around €2.6bn

Donor resources to
leverage impact

BB3: More Risk Operations
for growth and impact
•
•

Higher risk finance (using guarantee)
Impact Finance (donor/other resources)

€730m

Expanded and
enhanced ELM (also
covering private sector
commercial risk)

€2.3bn
16/06/2017
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Complementarity (1)
Through its efforts to coordinate with other stakeholders,
EIB has sought to maximise complementarity
between ERI and other initiatives

Wherever possible the Bank will apply
for concessional resources from existing sources (NIF, WBIF, etc.)

In cases where eligibility for ERI and other initiatives overlap,
the EIB estimates that the magnitude of the challenges
facing these regions nonetheless guarantees full absorption

The European Council and Commission have been involved from the outset:
ERI can be considered a first step in implementing the EIP

In this respect, as requested by the Council,
a separate process between EC and EIB
has been launched to ensure complementarity of the EIP with the ERI

16/06/2017
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Complementarity (2)
Geographic
• Integrated coverage of Southern
Neighbourhood and Western
Balkans
• Part of a comprehensive response
to migration / refugee challenge
also covering EU & ACP.

Thematic
• Focus on long-term economic
resilience vs more short-term focus
of some other initiatives

Products
• Comprehensive package of
instruments within a single initiative
• Addressing needs of both public
and private sector
• New product range supports shift in
focus of EIB, promoting broader
reach of the EU bank

Coordination
• European Institutions, MS and
Partner Countries all involved
• EIB participates in governance of
other initiatives (GCFF, EIP)
• Strategic and operational
collaboration with other IFIs (e.g.
MDBs, EFIs)
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Contribution to sustainable development

The EIB is
currently
working to
develop a
comprehensive
system
to map the
contribution
of its activities,
including those
under the ERI,
to achieving
the SDGs.

16/06/2017

Already it is clear that
ERI will support
investments
in sectors directly
supporting
numerous goals

With further
positive impacts
for multiple others

European Investment Bank
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Components with donor-backing

Needs

• Donor resources are required to catalyse operations
in both the public and private sectors.

Public

• In the public sector, grants will be used to provide the
concessionality needed to ensure vital investments can be
prioritised (Component 2)

Private

• In the private sector, grants will be used to deliver financing for
high-impact, high-growth businesses, thus helping to boost
financial inclusion (Component 3b)

• If requested, contributions can be earmarked to ensure full
targeting of donor priorities
Targeting

16/06/2017
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Component 2 - More concessionality
2

Promoting economic resilience in the public sector
by combining up to EUR 340 m of grants for concessionality
with EUR 1.4 bn additional EIB lending for vital infrastructure
Focus

• Accelerate investments by ensuring
availability of funding at concessional terms
accompanied by relevant advisory services
• Provide services and vital public and social
infrastructure in underserved areas
• Provide positive social and
environmental impact
• Requiring substantial concessionality
to address fiscal constraints

Types of Projects
• Projects cover the full range of EIB public
sector lending: Water, Wastewater,
Transport, Urban Development…
• In the WB, projects focus on sectors less
served by other facilities such as the WBIF
(e.g. cultural heritage, waste water…)
• In the SN, initially strong focus on
Lebanon / Jordan – to deliver capacity in
view of refugee influx

Status
• Preparatory work under way: eligibility criteria, concessionality allocation framework and initial
pipeline well defined. Intention to appraise / sign first flagship projects in 2017

16/06/2017
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Pipeline: Serbia Municipal Infrastructure *
Municipal Infrastructure
Framework Loan
for Serbian Cities
Impacted by the
Refugee Crisis
Loan: €20 million
ERI Grant: €10 million
Scope

Resilience
Generating
Growth

Boosting
Capacity

Promoting
Cohesion

Particular characteristics
Employment
generation

Climate
resilience

Social
inclusion

Targeted
communities

Amongst
others

Impact

Investments in six municipalities
particularly affected by the influx of
migrants. This investment programme
would finance the renovation and
construction of public utilities, transport,
waste management, wastewater treatment
and healthcare infrastructure.
It would be accompanied by extensive TA
and capacity building support
for preparation and implementation.

This project would contribute to economic resilience
by allowing Serbia to invest today in order to
reduce pressure on public infrastructure.
It will allow a better quality of services for residents,
reducing outward migratory pressure,
and will also build infrastructure capacity to reduce
the impact of both the current and any future crisis.
Benefitting both local residents and refugee communities,
the improved public services will also contribute to
reducing tensions between these groups.

* this project is currently under development and is included exclusively for illustrative purposes

Component 3b: Impact Investments
Donor resources play a key catalytic role in delivering impact finance
targeting high growth operations and those with the potential to
boost inclusion, two key aspects of the economic resilience goal.
Third Party
Resources
required to…

Equity-type operations

Microfinance

Pre-bankable impact investments

Enhancement of BB3a lending

16/06/2017

…catalyse private sector investments
by aligning risk return profile with market expectations
in conjunction with EIB financing
…enable EIB to offer local currency lending for
operations targeted at financial inclusion
…target early-stage businesses with high growth
potential and higher-risk local intermediaries/promoters
unable to comply with standard EIB risk guidelines
…further broaden the range of SME/Midcap
beneficiaries able to access BB3a lending

European Investment Bank
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EIB as an implementing partner
EU bank
with support of
Member States
as shareholders

Focus on
compliance with
EU core values,
standards and policy
frameworks

The only IFI operating
in all EU Member
States and EU
Neighbourhood

Extensive experience
of financing
development
operations
in both private and
public sector

Sectoral expertise
gained around the
world combined with
in-depth knowledge
of the regions

Largest IFI in terms of
operations and a key
development actor
in the two regions for
over four decades

16/06/2017
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Key actor in promoting
prosperity in the EU
Neighbourhood

Close cooperation
with other IFIs and
development
institutions
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Implementation – progress overview
ERI approvals

– €m, cumulative to end-May 2017 *

of which signed
€322.7m

€701
m
0

13% of
overall
target

25% target by
year-end 2017
1000

2000

3000

4000

Highlights:

5000

6000

target to
end 2020

Sector and regional approvals
– cumulative to end-May 2017 *

• EUR 701m approved
and EUR 323m signed
across all building blocks
• 2017 target approvals
almost 50% achieved.
• EUR 90 million TA allocation
approved by EIB Board
in May 2017.
• Components 2 and 3b
prepared, but implementation
requires donor contributions

Egypt
4%

Industry
5%

Morocco
13%

Water,
sewerage
11%
Transport
8%
Solid
waste
3%
Health
7%
Energy
8%

Loans for
SMEs
and midcaps
58%

Regional
50%

Tunisia
19%
Bosnia
and
Herzegovina
14%

* Current year data for BB1 is based on a pro rata allocation of total ELM signatures in the two regions against the baseline for EIB operations.
16/06/2017
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Implementation – components and regions
Approvals – €m, targets to end 2017 *

Signatures – €m, targets to end 2017*
progress

BB1

€325.7m to date *

BB2 €0m to date
€375m to date

BB3
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

46%

BB1

0%

BB2 €0m to date

61%

BB3 €0m to date

target to
700 end 2017

progress
46%

€322.7m to date *

0

100

0%
0%
200

300

400

500

600

target to
700 end 2017

BB1 More volume; BB2 Vital infrastruture; BB3 Private sector

Southern Neighbourhood

Western Balkans

• Strong pipeline has been developed to contribute
towards BB1 targets in 2017.
• Subject to ERI Fund investment grants being
available, a pipeline of potential operations for BB2
is being built, including notably two projects for 2017
in Lebanon.
• Pipeline of Banks and Corporates for BB3a is growing
rapidly, with EUR 375 million already warehoused
• Pipeline of project finance is being built up,
with major flagship such as Red Sea-Dead Sea
expected to be approved end-2017.
• Total pipeline for BB2/BB3 already includes 25
operations worth over EUR 1.5 bn.

• Strong Pipeline for 2017 totaling EUR 657 million for
BB1 and BB2
• Pipeline of BB3a deals with local banks for SMEs,
local corporates as well as PF is building up for 2018
onwards.
• First ERI workshop with national MoF and NIPAC
done on 28/02/17
• Total pipeline for BB2/BB3 already includes 12
operations worth over EUR 0.5 bn.

* Current year data for BB1 is based on a pro rata allocation of total ELM signatures in the two regions against the baseline for EIB operations.
16/06/2017
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ERI Funding Needs
Donor resources necessary
to implement the ERI

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

2017

2018 2019 2020

Total

Impact Finance

40

70

90

100

300

Investment Grants

50

60

110

120

340

Technical Assistance and Advisory

20

20

20

30

90

110

150

220

250

730

Total

Western Balkans

Southern Neighborhood

60

240

145

195

Technical Assistance and Advisory
Services

30

60

Total per region

235

495

Impact Finance
Investment Grants

730

Total

16/06/2017
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Inputs and outputs
Total
Additional
Investment
EUR 15bn

Total additional
investment of
EUR 15 billion

x2.5
EIB Lending
EUR 6bn
Donor
Resources
EUR 730m

x8

Supported by technical
assistance, capacity
building activities and
advisory support
provided
to private and
public sector clients

NB: including additional
EUR 3.7bn guaranteed
via increased
External Lending Mandate
16/06/2017
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Expected results
Improved access to
quality infrastructure
and services

•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 800 000 households with improved water supply/sanitation
Enough energy generated for over 400 000 households
150 000 MWh of energy efficiency savings
400 000 people benefit daily from improved urban and rail transport
600 km of roads built or upgraded
240 000 households benefit from improved waste management

Employment generated
during construction and
operation of
infrastructure projects

• 150 000 person-years of employment generated during construction
• 7 000 additional direct jobs during operations

Increased availability of
finance for the private
sector, particularly SMEs

• Around 14 000 SMEs and midcaps access finance
• Around 230 000 microenterprises receive micro-loans

Employment sustained
in supported
enterprises
Smooth and timely
preparation and
implementation
of projects with lasting
enhanced local capacity
and increased private
investment readiness

16/06/2017

• Almost 660 000 jobs sustained in SMEs and midcaps supported
• Microfinance investments help the smallest enterprises sustain
employment for an additional 160 000 people

• 3-4 infrastructure projects per annum are eligible for investment

European Investment Bank
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Questions?

ERI Website
http://www.eib.org/about/global-cooperation/resilience-initiative.htm
ERI Flyer
http://www.eib.org/attachments/thematic/
eib_economic_resilience_initiative_en.pdf
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